Spanish Designer Juan Duyos will create Next
MAR DE FRADES EDICION LIMITADA
“My inspiration lies on the colossal Atlantic Ocean, and also on remains
of my next collection, silver rhinestones that simulates the beating of the
waves”, says this devotee of the needle.
He is one of the most solid
and consolidated artist in
the world of Spanish
fashion names. Juan Duyos
has been chosen to create
the iconic Limited Edition
Mar de Frades, a wine that
also has become a fixture
of the season. The
Spaniard designer, who is a
true devotee of the art of
the needle accepts the
challenge with all the enthusiasm.
The fashion designer is already working on the design of this unique cobalt
blue bottle that will see the light precisely at the next show Spring
Summer Duyos in September at Mercedes Benz Fashion Week Madrid. By
then, apart from revealing the expected result of his performance, the
designer will make a unique and totally unexpected wink during the
presentation of the collection. " My inspiration lies on the colossal Atlantic
Ocean, and also on remains of my next collection, silver rhinestones that
simulates the beating of the waves breaking into foam on the shore,"
Duyos says.

The new bottle of this Albariño, born next to the sea, in front of the
Arousa estuary, will arrive, according to its creator, to become "an objectfetish. I think the audience will be attracted to her. "
About Juan Duyos:
Juan Duyos, born in Madrid, began working in 1992 with designer Manuel Piña
while, in parallel, designed his first collections with Cecilia Paniagua, as DUYOS
& Paniagua. After several parades on Pasarela Cibeles and participation in 1998
at London Fashion Week, Juan Duyos signed his first collection as DUYOS in
1999, awarded as the best collection of Cibeles. In 2002, he was named Creative
Director of the legendary firm Don Algodon, combining this work with DUYOS
and Pasarela Cibeles. Since 2005, DUYOS develops a line of optical, DUYOS
VISTA, another of accessories and FANDEDUYOS. It also has a collection of
wedding dresses made in his atelier. In September 2009, he presented his
collection at NY Fashion Week.

